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Overview 

Release Date 
The Evolve Applicant Tracking System (ATS) and Recruitment Marketing (RM) Releases are scheduled during the 
maintenance window on Wednesday, October 26th. There is no major downtime anticipated during the release 
process, but there may be minor interruptions to service as components of the system are upgraded across our 
server farms and hosting facilities.  

Release Impact 
This release impacts Evolve ATS and Onboarding, Recruitment Marketing, Platform Integrations, Analytics and 
Reporting, with improvements across all areas of the system.  

Technical Requirements 
The release will be delivered to all Evolve customers automatically. There are no IT, project, or end-user 
requirements to receive the upgrade. The interface overhaul will occur for all users of the Evolve systems as part of 
the release. All previous configurations will be maintained as part of the release process. 

New features that require configuration will be released in the ‘off’ position to allow our customers time to evaluate, 
configure, and test the features for rollout in an organized timeframe.  

Recruiter Productivity Takes Center Stage 
With this release, Evolve delivers significant functionality to support the productivity of your recruiting team. In the 
challenging recruiting environment, we all face, Evolve is committed to providing tools and solutions to help teams 
effectively and efficiently source, attract and hire the best available talent. To support this objective the Q3 2022 
release has several exciting features including: 

• Jobvite Publisher 
• Jobvite Native eSignature for Offer Letters 
• Configurable Veteran Status Questions in EEO ComplianceForm 
• Onboarding Multilingual Ability for New Hire 
• Intelligent Messaging – NextGen UI – Visual Refresh 

Some features included in this release are Early Access. Early Access Programs provide our customers a sneak 
peek into the new and exciting product features Evolve has been working on over the past weeks and months, and 
a chance to provide direct feedback on products that are actively under development. If you are interested in 
participating in any Early Access Program listed in this document, please contact your Customer Success or 
Account Manager.  
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Disclaimer 
Evolve reserves the right to make changes to the information contained in this document at any time without 
notice. Nothing in this document is intended to represent any form of offer or provide any warranties. All use of 
Evolve’s products and services are by agreement and only the terms and conditions in an executed agreement 
will apply. This document may only be reproduced and distributed in whole for use by licensed users. No part of 
this document may be reproduced in any form for any other purpose without the prior written consent of Evolve. 
The software described in this documentation is copyrighted and is confidential information and a proprietary 
product of Evolve. Evolve and the Evolve logo are registered trademarks. Evolve product names are the 
trademarks of Evolve. All other product names mentioned in this manual are the property and may be trademarks 
or registered trademarks of their respective owners and are used for identification purposes only. 

ATS and Onboarding 

Jobvite Publisher for Evolve (Early Access) 
Jobvite Publisher, used for sending “Jobvites”, has been both a foundational feature and the namesake for the 
Jobvite ATS. This feature allows employees to configure job opening preferences (locations, job categories, social 
networks, etc.) so links to the requisition are automatically pushed to their desired social networks (including 
LinkedIn and Twitter). When candidates see the link, click it, apply, and are hired, that is attributed back to the 
Evolve published link and the employee who shared the link to their social media.  

However, this capability has only been available for customers who use Evolve ATS and CWS. 

What Changed 

The rollout of this new release will allow all customers who use Evolve ATS and RM CWS to be able to benefit from 
the Jobvite Publisher feature.  
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Native eSignature for Offer Letters (Early Access) 
Third-party eSignature solutions can be extremely expensive. In speaking with one of our customers, we 
discovered they spend around $100,000 annually on their eSignature solution. We also know that some of our 
competitors offer native eSignature solutions.  

What Changed 

In order to increase our product offerings and help customers reduce their costs related to eSignatures, we are 
introducing a new feature called Jobvite eSignature.  

Key Highlights 

• Admins can configure the expiration 
period for the electronic signature 
request (1-365 calendar days) 

• Improved user experience 
o Reduce/eliminate errors related 

to account inventory 
o Display the expiration date 

within the candidate’s workflow 
o Ability to void an Offer Letter and add a reason/comment 

• Candidate Electronic Consent Agreement 
• Candidate's ability to eSign via “Type-to-Sign” 

User Improvements 

• The user experience will be improved by reducing and/or eliminating integration errors associated with the 
clients’ eSignature service provider. Examples of integration errors: 

o “Account has been suspended” 
o “Envelope Allowance Exceeded” 
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• The candidate experience will be improved by reducing the number of emails sent to the candidate. The 
candidate will only receive one email from Jobvite instructing them to review and sign their Offer Letter. 
Previously, the candidate would receive two emails related to their Offer Letter; (1) Jobvite advising an 
Offer Letter is coming from an eSignature provider, (2) eSignature provider asking the candidate to review 
and sign their Offer Letter 

 
 

Configurable Veteran Status Questions in EEO Compliance Form 
Previously, it was not mandatory for customers to collect the Veteran status questions as part of the EEO forms 
and our EEO form settings were not fully compliant.   

What Changed 

With the new configurability, it is now possible to 
provide EEO forms without (and with) Veteran 
questions instead of making Veteran questions 
mandatory. 

Key Highlights 

• Customers can select the configuration 
to include or exclude the Veteran status 
questions as part of the EEO forms 

• Customers can also configure the 
Veteran status options to select from 

• This feature is available regardless of the 
type of career site the customer uses – 
Evolve standard CWS, branded CWS, 
Iframe, or third-party career site 
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Onboard – Multilingual Ability for New Hires (Early Access) 
Currently, only English language is supported in the Onboard - New Hire experience. Existing and prospective 
customers have requested multilingual capability so they can communicate with New Hires in their preferred 
language. This will enhance the New Hire experience at the time of onboarding. 

What Changed: 

Now, a new hire preferred language can be captured with the Multilingual capability in Onboard. A newly added 
standard field will be available on the New Hire screen and New Hire Details screen. This field derives value from 
the Requisition template in ATS.  

Preferred Language is a drop-down field that lists all the 
languages configured at a company level. The Onboard 
orchestrator has the ability to update the value in the 
Preferred Language field. 

A new column called ‘Language’ has also been added to the 
Process Template selection window, Task Template, etc. so 
that the Onboard orchestrator can easily identify the 
templates defined in different languages and appropriately 
select them. 

Key Highlights: 

• The New Hire portal is displayed in the preferred 
language of a new hire 

• A new hire email communication is sent in the 
preferred language of a new hire 

Onboard Tax Form Updates 
In order to be in line with the latest Tax regulations of Federal and State governments, the Onboard environment 
has updated the latest Symmetry Payroll Forms from the existing version, R5, to R8b.  

Key Highlights 

• Form corrections and updates 
• API update 

NOTE: Please refer to the Onboard Tax Form Catalog Comparison sheet in the Community for a comparative view 
of the updated fields.  
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Recruitment Marketing 

Referrals in Recruitment Marketing Platform 
Talent acquisition teams around the world are using employee referrals to drive employee engagement and attract 
the highest quality talent. We help organizations streamline their referral program and harness their social capital – 
bringing talent acquisition in line with today’s social and connected world. Now you can manage your Advanced 
Employee Referral Program on the Evolve Recruitment Marketing Platform. 

Key Benefits: 

Delivering capabilities of Advanced Employee Referrals to manage your program on the Recruitment Marketing 
platform. 

• Reduce the cost of hiring (Referrals are less costly than external hiring) 
• Decrease time to hire by leveraging Referrals 
• Referrals have a higher conversion rate 
• Referral hires stay at the company longer 

Gamification Foundation, Events 

• 2 Gamification events: 
o Social Job Referral – Awarded when a candidate does a pre-application and identifies themselves 

from a social job referral link 
o Social General Referral – Awarded when a candidate does a pre-application and identifies 

themselves from a social general referral link  
o NOTE: Default is 0 points as these are new events 

 
• (Fix) Company Admin can now change Gamification point settings for the company 
• (Fix) Gamification ‘Point Settings’ submenu was not highlighted upon selection 
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• (Fix) Gamification menu and Features/Point settings submenus were not available in the Applications menu 

when logged in as a service user 

Gamification Liquid 

• CareerSite Developers can add liquid to a Career Site internal template for: 
o Referral Points 
o Individual Activity Points, Counts 
o Activity History up to 25 most recent (Activity Type, Date, Points) 

 

Employee Portal 

• The employee can see the configured number of points per Gamification event on the About screen 
• The employee can see Gamification Performance metrics on the Performance screen, including Referral 

Jobs, Referral General, Referral Clicks, Social Clicks, Apply Clicks, Status Applied, Status in Process, 
Status Offered, Status Hired 

• (Enhancement) About screen can be shown or hidden without the Gamification feature (configuration) 
• (Enhancement) Gamification Leaderboard can be shown or hidden to employees (configuration) 
• (Fix) Some translations on the My Performance and About screens were not being used 
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Other Referral Enhancements and Fixes 

• (Enhancement) Referral Token API – Option to Generate unique Referral GUID on each API call 
• (Fix) Rolepoint Migration – Get historical hire start date when importing Rolepoint job applications 

CRM Improvements 
CRM Campaign Enhancements and Fixes 

• (Fix) ZCIS Configuration – When a job is posted on multiple lists and a rule for one list is turned OFF, 
candidates are still suggested by that rule 

• (Fix) Dup-checking existing profiles is not recalculating the default profile for an account when the rule is 
set to “ATS Most Recent Profile” 

Other Enhancements and Updates 
Jobs – Performance Improvements 

• (Fix) Improvements on Jobs performance in Job List for companies using Confidential Jobs and when a 
user does not have Confidential Jobs Privilege 

Other Enhancements 

• Apply Workflow – Company Admin can configure the show/hide “Employee ID” field 
• Apply Workflow – Postal Code Validation – Update message when validation fails (in 42 languages) 
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Integrations 

New Recruitment Marketing Job Board Integrations 

Auto-Broadcast 
• Jobbio (Job Broard XML feed) 

Per Post/Selective Broadcast 
• (Enhancement) LinkedIn (slots) – Remote Work field support 
• SEEK (New API) 

Other Enhancements and Defect Fixes 

• (Enhancement) Auto-Broadcast – ZipRecruiter append <sponsored> tag as per custom field value 
• (Fix) LinkedIn Limited Listing – Fixed issues with the handling of ‘Remote, Remote, Canada jobs 

Recruitment Marketing Integrations 
ATS 

Job Candidate Import: 

• Pass referral token from RM to ATS  

Infor 

Infor Candidate Export: 
• Implemented Resume Steaming API Infor 

CSV Integration 
• Updated date format to support deferential sync 
• Fixed the Delete Candidates option with Employee export 

ATS Integrations 
ZipRecruiter Job Feed 

The ZipRecruiter Job Feed is now available with new fields (existing feed is unchanged). 

• Salary Range Min (compensation_min) 
• Salary Range Max (compensation_max) 
• Compensation_currency (defaulted to USD for now) 
• Compensation_interval (defaulted to annually for now) 

Please reach out to your CSM is you are interested in using the new job feed. 
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Analytics 

RM Referrals Analytics 
Talemetry Referrals Gamification 

• Added Gamification data model 
• Added Leaderboard dashboard 
• Added Gamification Events look 

 

 

Source Tracking Reports 
New Reports in Analytics: 

• Source Activity 

 
• Source to Job 
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Source Activity and Source to Job have been removed from RM and are only available in Looker.  

Source to Hire from RM has been deprecated 

Intelligent Messaging 

NextGen UI – Visual Refresh 
A new visual refresh that unifies the look, feel, and branding in Legacy Intelligent Messaging has been made. This 
now matches the new UI that the ATS and RM applications have. This addresses the top requested enhancement 
of customers by delivering a new, modern, unified, and intuitive experience, 

 


